What can I do
with my
Chalkboard
Play Mat?

grandparent’s home, the lake, or a
place you imagined. Add
characters or details.
❖

Chalkboard Play

Make a drawing (or a silly

Mats can travel!

doodle) of your family, yourself, or
you and your friends.
❖

Draw a character or scene

from your favorite book, game,
video game, or movie.

❖

Take your Chalkboard Play

Mat outdoors, to restaurants, or
visiting. Use a wet-wipe or damp
cloth for cleaning on the go.
❖

Fold it or roll it up. Great

for car, bus, train, plane, or hotel.

Play games!
❖

Tic Tac Toe #

❖

Alphabet Matching

(draw pictures on one side,
letters or words on the other
side. A friend or sibling can
match them up.)
❖

Dots & Boxes - Draw

rows of dots. Take turns drawing
lines between dots. Each time
you complete a box, put your
initial in it. The one with the most
initials wins!
❖

Write a poem or story.

Try cursive, or add illustrations.
❖

Make funny

fill-in-the-blank sentences for a
sibling or friend to fill.
❖

Create colorful math

equations for you or a friend!!

************************************
CAUTION: Vinyl can be hot if left in
sun. Keep it out of direct or hot sun.
Choking Hazard: Small parts. Not
❖

Doodle an abstract (lines,

loops, circles or swirls). Add colors,

for children under 3 years.
************************************

dots or any fun details!
❖

Draw your pet -- or a pet

you would like to have some day.
Or a dragon, unicorn, wild animals,
or a whole farm!
❖

Design a maze and see

who can solve it.
❖

Create a dot-to-dot puzzle

for someone to solve.
If you wish to save your drawing,

Chalkboard Mats can also be
used as Wedding / New Baby
/ First Day of School
announcement boards, or a
Message Board for a door,
wall or refrigerator (use
magnets or regular clips)!

ask to take a picture of your art to
look at later. :)
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Draw! Here are
some ideas:
❖

Draw your home or a

favorite place, such as a park,

To order, or to print a copy
of this handout, visit

VictoriasArtisanGifts.com.

